Capturing the user's information need may be seen as a major challenge search engines are confronted with. This paper proposes a way to interpret the results of a user's initial query. This is done by positioning this preliminary result into a semantical structure called concept lattice. The resulting substructure is used for relevance feedback.
I. INTRODUCTION
Formulating a query is not an easy task. Web search engines observe users spending large amounts of time reformulating their queries to accomplish effective retrieval [l] . Precise query formulation is difficult:
Do I know what I am looking for? This often neglected aspect of information retrieval can be best explained by the fact that information need is created by a knowledge gap. This gap can range from being fairly specific to very broad. During the searching process users may learn things about their knowledge gap and even may discover aspects of this gap they were initially not aware of [6] ). Search methods like Query By Navigation (31 may help users to find out what they need.
How do I formulate what I am looking for?
As in human dialogs, the participants must know each other's language and somehow predict the impact of the words they use. The same holds for query formulation. Good query formulation requires that a user can somehow predict which terms appear in documents relevant to the information need. Accurate term prediction requires extensive knowledge about the document collection. Such knowledge may be hard to obtain, especially in large document collections. Experiments show that users usually submit short (one or two word) queries that result in large inaccurate document sets, apparently preferring recall above precision.
Relevance feedback, introduced over 30 years ago, is a well known approach to deal with this problem. This method treats the user's first query as an initial attempt: a rough representation of the user's information need hopefully covering (part of) the knowledge gap. The documents resulting from this initial query (the initial set) may be analyzed for relevance, to get an impression of the document collection, and used to formulate a new improved query. Usually query reformulation methods are grouped in three categories:
User feedback approaches. A drawback of this approach is that users are not inclined in providing this feedback. There is no point in blaming the user for this, providing feedback might be not cost-effective. Local approaches, based on information obtained from the initial set of documents.
3. Global approaches that incorporate knowledge of the document collection.
TI. CONCEPTUAL QUERY REFORMULATION
Since information need is a internal mental state of the user (intension) it is obviously difficult to grasp. Suppose a user is able to browse through all the documents of a collection and pick out all relevant ones. One might claim that this set of relevant documents is the representation of the information need within the context of this collection. This representation is also referred to as the extension of the user's information need.
Elaborating on this idea, one might argue that the outcome of a query, that is a set of documents, can be viewed upon as an approximation of (the extension of) the information need. Approximation, because it may not be the same as the extension: it probably contains irrelevant documents and some relevant documents will be missing. It would be useful if we could help users (interactively or automatically) to pinpoint the right extension of their information need. In order to give this kind of support we have created a semantical structure of interconnected nodes. Each node contains a set of documents and is a possible candidate to reflect the user's information need. Of course not all combination of documents are present in the structure: only those that form a semantically useful group: a so called concept. Due to the concepts' implicit ordering this semantical structure called concept lattice has nice navigational properties. Note that the used structure does not necessarily has to be derived from the same document collection as the target collection. It is feasible that conceptual query reformulation is done on a domain specific concept lattice and eventually carried out on the web.
A. Running example
To illustrate our ideas we will use an example presented in 121. This example collection (see table I) contains 17 documents and 16 terms.
CONCEPT LATTICE THEORY
In order to support relevance feedback efficiently, we need a model that somehow captures the 'meaning' of terms and documents. Using the theory called Formal Concept Analysis introduced by [7] we can create a mathematical structure which can be used to semantically classify documents in formal concepts. This structure (called lattice) has nice mathematical properties and is a starting point for navigational systems 13). 
A . Context
We denote the collection of documents with the letter V. Individual 
B. Properties of contexts
Using the context relation a classification of documents and attributes can be generated such that each 
In the context of the running example we have: So, given a set of documents, the associated concept is readily computed by intersecting all document characterizations, and then uniting all attribute extensions. This operator is useful when the smallest concept that can be associated with a query result is to be obtained. Analogously, given a set of attributes (a query, say), we might be interested in the smallest concepts containing these attributes:
Lemma 3
Let A be a set of attributes, then the pair Base concepts are special as they may be seen as the concepts introducing the associated document or attribute in the concept lattice. Base concepts, so to say, are the independent components that build the concept lattice. In the next subsection, this is elaborated further.
We will need some insight in the distribution of elementary set operations over the Concept -function.
Lemma 4
Let c1 and cp be concepts, then:
B.2 The join and meet operator
Let C be the set of all concepts within the collection (V,d,-). Two special concepts are T and 1. In terms of their associated document sets, the top concept is clearly more general than the bottom concept. In terms of documents, the associated attribute collections are more less restrictive. Focusing on documents, being more specific is formalized by the relation over concepts, introduced as follows:
Definition 4
E DOCS ( C Z )
The duality between documents and attributes als is present in this relation of specificity:
Lemma 5 CI C_ cz Note that this relation is reflexive, anti-symmetric and transitive. The relation of specificness is a partial ordering of concepts (which is a direct consequence of the subset relation being a partial order of P(D)). A lowerbound of a set C of concepts is a common subconcept. If there exists a greatest element in the set of lowerbounds of C, then this is called the greatest lower bound. Likewise the smallest element in the set of upper bounds is called the smallest upper bound.
Lemma 6
Let C be a set of concepts, then: The join operator takes a set of concepts as an argument. However, each join can also be seen as a succession of binary joins.
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Proof:
1. V(0) = Concept ( 0~) = T.
The concept v({V(Ci), v(C2))) has associated the attributes which can be split as (nccclAttr (c))n(nccczAttr (c)) = ncEcluczAttr (c)
This latter attribute set also is the attribute set of the concept v((C1 U CZ).
3. T h i s is a direct consequence of the previous property.
The binary join operator is both commutative and as- Base concepts can thus be seen as a base for the lattice, in the sense that each non-base concept can be derived from those concepts by the join-operator.
IV. CONCEPT LATTICE GENERATION
This section deals with the problem how to find all concepts of a concept lattice. Key point here is that definition 3 is descriptive, telling what a concept is, not how to construct it. A straightforawd method is to generate all possible subsets D from 2) and -4 from A and check whether ( D , A ) is a concept. Aszuming a number of n documents and m attrlhtes, this method has a complexity of
The number of concepts obviously is bounded by max(2", 2"' ).
In practice, the number of concepts will be far less. As a consequence, it will be profitable to bound the complexity of the generation algorithm to the actual number (c say) of concepts. The generation of the concept lattice starts with the generation of the base concepts. The complete lattice then is obtained by calculating the closure with respect to the join-operator.
Example 3
Using the context presented in figure I1 we find the the concept lattice from table IV. This lattice is also shown in figure 2. In this figure the base concepts are bold.
V. CONCEPTUAL RELEVANCE FEEDBACK
As seen before, the base concepts of a lattice can be used to find all concepts of that lattice. Especially for large collections, it can be very time consuming to calculate all concepts. For some applications however, we are not interested in the complete lattice, but in a relatively small sublattice.
A. Fingerprint figure 4 for the sublattice and figure 3 for the corresponding precision/recall graph.
FP ( D ) = (c5, Gr C7r c8, C9, C10, C127 C20, C24, c25). The collection consists of 78.131 documents' (newspaper articles) and has been indexed by 2.779.380 terms (or phrases). This collection comes with a set of topics. We will consider topic 63: Number: 063 Domain: Science and Technology Topic: Machine Translation Description: Document will identify a machine translation system. Summary: Document will identify a machine translation system. Narrative: A relevant document will identify a machine translation system which is being developed or marketed in any country. It will identify the developer or vendor, name the system, and identify one or more features of the system. Creating the sublattice out of the corresponding base concepts yields the following concepts: (for a graphics representation see figure 5 ) . Note that the attributes listed in this figure are cumulative: for example, node 3 'inherits' all attributes from node 6. A catching result is that the top node (precision and recall 1) has attributes that are not part of the query: the semantical structure concluded that (in the context of this collection) documents about machine translation should contain the word computer.
Concept(s)
'actually AP88 has slightly more documents, this number of documents remains after cleaning up the collection 'Document AP880906-0202, although assessed, is a mangled document: the first few lines are those of AP880906-0198, the rest is a medical article. 
